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Thank You!
Haniakua

Hawaiian Mac. Nut Plantation 
Honokaa Trading Company 
Jolene's Kau Kau Korner 
Mamane Street Bakery 

Mateo's Pizza 
Simply Natural 
♦Sud's Acres*

Waipio Ridge Vacation Rental 
♦Waipio Wayside B&B Inn*

Ka'u
Becky's Bed & Breakfast 

♦Bougainvillea B&B* 
Ka'u Landing 

♦Naalehu Fruit Stand 
♦Wood Valley B&B*

Kohala Pacific Realty 
♦Tropical Dreams* 

Wo On Gallery

Waimea 
Bentleys

Cook's Discoveries 
Kamuelas Mauna Kea View* 

Upcountry Connection 
•■Waimea Coffee & Company 

Waimea Garden's Cottage 
Waimea General Store 

l This could be your business)

*

Hilo
Blue Hawaiian Helicopters 

Cafe Pesto
♦Hale Kai Bed & Breakfast* 

Hale Lamalani
Our Place Papaikou's B&B 
Maureen's Bed & Breakfast 

; Wild Ginger Inn*

Puna
♦Bamboo House*

■ Hawaiian Hemp Company* 
Huna Ghana 

Luquin's Mexican 
♦Nuang Mai Thai Kitchen* 
♦Pahoa Natural Groceries* 
♦Pahoa Natural Emporium* 

Papaya's 
The Godmother 
The Village Inn

North Kohala
: Ackerman Galleries* 

As Hawi Turns 
Bamboo 

Cafe Pesto
♦Don's Family Deli 
Kohala Coffee Mill

A Quick Note About Our Intentions:
Hello and welcome to our first printing of the Coffee Times Kona Coffee Annual. We 

understand that some of you may find our position and supporting statements to be extremely critical • 
of some persons within our coffee industry. However, we felt by only promoting the positive side of ' 
our island community in Coffee Times, which we are committed to continuing, we would not be 
calling attention to the real problems that confront our community. That being, not only the counter
feiting of Kona Coffee but the rampant development of commercialism that is damaging the distinct 
and local character of our towns.

We have only one question to ask as you as you read through these pages. Do you feel that 
the island of Hawaii is worth protecting and the Hawaiian experience should represent more than just 
pseudo tourist trinkets (Kona Blend), stop lights, time shares and discount shopping centers? Coffee 
Times does! Send your comments to us. Coffee Times, P.O. Box 1092, Captain Cook, HI 96704.

Volcano 
♦Akatsuka Orchid Garden* 

Kilauea Lodge 
♦Carson's Volcano Cottage* 

♦Chalet Kilauea* 
♦Hale Ohia Cottages* 

Lokahi Lodge
My Island Bed & Breakfast 

Woodcarvers Corner 
♦Volcano Art Center*

Cottage Gallery 
♦Da Third House B&B* 

Dan McSweeney Whale Watch 
Edward's at the Terrace 

♦Hale Maluhia* 
Hawaii Forest & Trail 

♦Holuakoa Cafe* 
Holualoa Inn 

Ho'onanea 
Impulse Charters 

Inter-Island Xmas Tree 
Island Books 

Jill's Country Kitchen 
* Kona Historical Society* 

Kona Kai-Yak 
Kona Marketplace Cinemas 

La Bourgogne 
Langenstein Farm 
Merryman's B&B 

Moto Photo 
Old Hawaiian Coffee 

Nautilus 
Querencia Spa 

Rosy's Rest 
“ Sibil Cafe* 

♦Three Bears B&B* 
* Wakefield Gardens 

West Wind Sailing ChartersKona
A Real Estate Concern 

Aloha Cafe 
♦Aloha Theater*

♦Atlantis Submarines* 
Bad Ass Coffee Company

Bay View Farm 
Bikers Brew Coffee

♦Body Glove*

'‘'original advertiser and has appeared in every issue of Coffee Times

Without the support of these advertisers very little would be possible. It is their 
monthly commitment that has contributed to our successes. If you enjoy reading Coffee 
Times and your time allows please stop in with a word or two of gratitude.
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by Les Drent

The tenacious work ethic Of these Japanese 
farmers and their usually large families seemed well 
suited for life in Kona as their ingenuity created some 
pretty industrious ways of producing a bountiful and 
vibrant crop of coffee. One case of this ingenuity came 
in the form of a moving roof system that operated on 
wheels to protect sun-drying coffee from the onset of 
afternoon rains. If you have the chance. look closely at 
many of the old coffee shacks along Mamalahoa High
way and you can still see wheels and tracks under many 
of these roofs, which the Japanese called "hoshidanas".

Because coffee developed into a family run

became the choice strain in planting and now consti
tutes the major variety of coffee trees found in Kona 
today.

Slates in the late 1960's. A considerable number of Japa
nese still operate their farms but many as growers and

tion, and in the fall school was even postponed or put 
off so children could help their families with the pick-

not, sustain independence among farmers in Kona to
day.

•*

Evolution of Kona Coffee
Historical Excerpts from the 1994 State of the Bean Address

the children of these coffee ancestors moved away f rom 
Kona to pursue dreams outside the farm, this era in Kona 

coffee history seems to be slowly drawing to a 
conclusion. The counter culture that is on 

the rise in Kona is one that is creating new 
and much needed inroads to today's indus

try and focuses on strengthening the repu
tation of Kona coffee and continuing its road 

to farmer independence.
For years Kona coffee saw its role m the 

world market as only a master blend that made infe
rior coffee taste better, and for years farmers in Kona 
were subservient to an industry that relied on the fine 
and superior characteristics of coffee grown in Kona 
With the changing tunes m Kona, the rise of land and 
production costs, and the influx of mamlanders arriving 
from the United States to take advantage of all the riches 
a tropical paradise has to offer. Kona coffee faces the 
threat of extinction at the hands of corporations that in
tend not only to use Kona coffee as a master blend but 
the name "Kona” to sell a coffee which contains no more 
than ten percent Kona coffee How this can be allowed 
to happen is the most often asked question by those in
side and outside of the industry. The answer is actually 
quite simple, it is allowed!. In fact, the State of Hawaii 
permits a bag of coffee bearing the name "Kona" to only 
contain 10% Kona coffee in it1

Because we live in a world filled with prod
uct names that associate very little with the actual co 
tents of products. Kona was an easy target for mark 

continued on p<ig<

The first coffee seedlings were planted in operation in Kona, a strong sense of community cen- 
Kona in 1828, thanks to reverend Samuel Ruggles, who tered around the Japanese in Kona. An independent mill 
indirectly acquired thirty or so cuttings from coffee trees was begun by the community for those who were seek- 
grown in Brazil. This early variety of coffee came to be ing to establish their own autonomy in coffee produc- 
known as "Kanaka Koppe", or Hawaiian Coffee, and is 
still prevalent throughout Kona today. Later coffee in
troduced at the end of the nineteenth century was of the ing of coffee. Many of these ideals, whether obvious or 
Guatemalan strain. This strain of coffee came to be 
known as "Meliken Koppe". or American Coffee, and 
was first introduced by Albert Horner from Hamakua, a The modern coffee market demands new
northeast region of the Big Island. The Meliken Koppe ways of thinking among its farmers. Many areas of cof

fee production have changed and new struggles face 
those who operate within Kona's present coffee indus
try. Farms and mills today are owned by people w'ho

So, how did the coffee culture in Kona first started coming to Hawaii from the mainland United 
evolve? Even though coffee was in Kona in 1828 it 
wasn't until many years later that it was seen as a viable 
crop Through die later part of the 1800's and into the pickers that only sell their crop to local mills and have 
1900's the situation in Kona was constantly changing nothing more to do with the industry. Because many of 
and the industry experienced many booms and 
busts, never making Kona coffee an easy com
modity to bank on Many today who have 
experienced the ups and downs with Kona col- Xj!_ . 
fee over the years will warn the unsuspecting 
investor of the risks involved with the industry

Many Japanese who were in Hawaii as 
contracted workers on the sugar plantations during 
the boom years of the 1880's fled the sugar indus
try to work on the Caucasian owned coffee planta
tions in Kona which were experiencing a rapid rate of 
growth But with a crash in the world coffee market in 
1899 many of the large plantations were forced to lease 
their land to their Japanese laborers in parcels averag
ing from five to fifteen acres per lot. The lease agree
ment in most cases was in exchange for one-half of the 
farms output m coffee It was the Japanese family style 
of farming that pioneered and created the coffee culture 
in Kona
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Blend V.S. Truth
by Dan Woods

*

Yes, Kona blend is deceptive,(C

but deceptive in our interest.
Bob Regli, President, Kona Kai Farms

ft
n

bad news for the island of Java, and particularly its cof
fee industry. Their coffee had lost its name and much of 
its identity.

The Kona Coffee Council feared that could 
happen with the Kona name. Langenstein said that while 
attending national specialty coffee conventions, he found 
that roasters were using the Kona name in conjunction 
with a style of coffee, not a region of origin for a type of 
bean Besides the fear that the Kona name was in dan
ger, many growers had another concern. They believed 
that the sale of anything less than 100% Kona coffee 
was misleading as well as damaging to the product’s 
reputation, then profits, and possibly the industry ’s fu
ture here. Those concerns prompted the Kona Coffee 
Council to apply to tile U.S. Patent and Trade Office 
some 18 months ago for certification of the term "Kona 
coffee.”

The council wanted to mandate that only 
100% pure Kona coffee could carry the label. The coun
cil would learn later that their intent ran counter to a 
state of Hawaii law allowing any coffee that contains at 
least 10% Kona-grown coffee to be given the Kona la
bel. Meanwhile, in advising council members of their 
trademark application and what it would mean to them, 
the damage was done, according to Regli

“I originally had no problem with the trade
mark." Regli said. "But when they actually did it. put 
out the information on what was going to happen and 
how it was going to work, what they were going to do is 
outlaw Kona blends; and I said, no, that cuts out our 
whole Kona blend market, which sells a lot of coffee." 

"Buyers got all freaked out by the situation.” 
he said. “The council told our customers that what some 
of them were doing - selling Kona blends, was going to 
be illegal It’s an insane way to treat your customers. It 
upset the marketplace and was obviously a stupid thing 
to do The same result could have been accomplished 
in a cooperative manner that didn’t alienate the custom-

Juan Valdez, where are you? At a time when 
some Kona coffee growers and processors are at odds, 
maybe only he can help. Juan Valdez is the name given 
to the logo used on cans of 100% Colombian coffee and 
is personified as a Colombian coffee grower in media 
advertising. The logo is so well-known that, in essence. 
Juan Valdez is 100% Colombian coffee. But who is Kona 
coffee? That’s part of the issue here on the Big Island 
Who is acting in the best interest of the Kona coffee 
industry? The other part of the issue rests with Kona 
blends and whether they are in the best interest of the 
Kona coffee industry

The Kona Coffee Council says it represents 
(he great majority of Kona coffee farmers and that, in its 
push for a certification program, it is working in the 
industry’s best interest. However, two members of the 
council plus three other roasters, all big players in the 
Kona blend market, say the council does not represent 
the industry point of view and that what it wants to do is 
not just wrong for the industry but downright illegal.

After some 18 months of wrangling over it. 
the two sides don’t agree on what they’re disagreeing 
about. “It's truth in labeling," says John Langenstein, 
vice president of the Kona Coffee Council and chair
man of its certification committee. “It's whether the 
certification program will be mandatory',’’ says Robert 
Regli, president of Kona Kai Farms

"There's always been a certification system, 
complete with a Kona Coffee Council seal," said Regli. 
"Just no enforcement. Are you going to make it manda
tory? That's the issue. Certification is voluntary. There’s 
not enough money to support or enforce a mandatory 
program.”

The history of the dispute
The Indonesian isle of Java produces a fine 

coffee bean. In the early years, their coffee was called, 
well. Java. However, over the years, java came to be 
just another generic name for a cup of joe. That was



October 15, 1994 Kona Coffee Survey

saysay

4% of those surveyed chose not to respond

72% would buy 100% and not a blend

Besides, writing in the August 1993 issue of 
e on page 12

When we asked potential customers of Kona coffee if they would prefer to buy a bag of 
100% Kona coffee for $12.50 or a Kona blend that contained only 10% Kona for $6.95. 
72% of those we surveyed told us they would buy 100% while 24% said they would opt for 
the blend.. 4% did not have an opinion, did not drink coffee or said they would buy either.

I

I support the efforts of the local Kona Coffee 
Council to seek a federal certification mark for 
use on bags of coffee labeled. "Kona". I under
stand that this mark will protect the name "Kona" 
from being used on bags of coffee lab 'led "Kona" 
that do not meet the minimum standards of 100% 
Kona Coffee of prime grade or higher Further
more, I understand that this mark will be avail
able for use by any individual or company as long 
as the minimum standards arc met.

I do not support the efforts by the iocal Kona 
Coffee Council to seek a federal certification mark 
on the name "Kona" and feel that the name "Kona" 
should remain available to any indiv idual or com
pany seeking its use to sell coffee, regardless of 
its contents or origin. I understand that this would 
continue to make it possible for individuals or 
companies to continue using the name "Kona" to 
sell coffee other than Kona.

—a—wm

if they want to blend Kona, we have no problem with 
that. What we want is truth in labeling."

“That’s too little, too late." says Regli. After 
6 months of hassling about it, the coffee council changed 
its position. They said. OK. the trademarking won’t ap
ply to blends, just to 100% Kona coffee. If you other
wise comply with the rules, then Kona blend is OK. So 

come to me

1994 Kona Coffee Aniuiaf'' "■ 
ers! Because they did it this way. they’re not going to 
succeed. Six companies object to the certification; 
there’s gonna’ be a long, involved legal fight about it. 
And the council is not likely to win that fight,” said Regli, 
(note: Public records indicate that there are only five 
companies that have filed suit against the Council and 
the certification.)

"Our intent was to make truth in labeling, after all the damage has been done, they 
and we felt Kona blend was deceptive." said and say, “See, we’ve changed it to the way you want. 
Langenstein But “as soon as we.became aware that we .Now do you support it?"
could not outlaw blends diie’tpthe state law requiring “I said, "No, it doesn’t represent the indus-
10 percent, we changed that. We didn't get total agree- try 
ment (in the industry), so we altered our stance " “Now.

Kona public supports certification 
and protection of the name "Kona"!
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WHO TOOK THE INDUSTRY
OUT OF THE FESTIVAL?

by Les Drent r

cc

Ross Wilson, Festival Promotions, Current Events

<

stantial contributions from private corporations matched 
by a twenty thousand dollar contribution from the State 
of Hawaii Department of Agriculture into a promotional 
package that has little or no impact on raising real inter
ests for Kona coffee, the issues that surround the indus
try. or fordrawing a local crowd to the festival

The Festival, which is entering its twenty 
fourth year of existence, draws a large number of coffee 
related industries and spokespersons from the mainland 
and Japan. Kona’s annual showcase includes brunches, 
hula competitions, floral displays, golf and bowling tour
naments, a farm fair with an array of commercial prod
uct booths and no farmers, a Healthy Baby Contest and 
of course the grand daddy event of them all, the Annual 
Miss Kona Coffee Scholarship Pageant. The two week 
festival does include a coffee cupping competition, his
tory day, picking contest and a farm tour but little deal
ing with coffee. Interestingly, all but one of these cof
fee related events are promoted by private farms and

This article was written with less than tw>o 
weeks to go before the 1994 Kona Coffee Cultural Fes
tival (K.C.C.F.) was slated to begin and it was any 
farmer's guess on this day where or when the public 
would be informed about the events of this year's Cof
fee Festival. What most of the public in Kona assumes 
is that the festival is publicized by a nonprofit, grass 
roots, farmer involved type of organization comprised 
of coffee people and other town’s folk sincerely inter
ested in the growth, state, and well-being of the coffee 
industry in Kona. What they don't know is that the fes
tival is actually promoted by a downtown Public Rela
tions firm called Current Events, a small Kailua-Kona 
based company, commissioned by the board of direc
tors of the K.C.C.F.. Current Events is funneling sub

file local Kona Historical Society.
What in the beans do those other events have 

to do with Kona coffee and its culture, one might ask? 
Who will ever know, hut we were told by Ross Wilson, 
owner of Current Events and Festival spokesperson, that 
the word "culture” in the title of Kona Coffee Cultural 
Festival can really mean cultures other than the Kona 
Coffee culture. We asked Wilson the purpose of pro
moting such a festival bearing the name Kona Coffee if 
it is not promoting the Kona Coffee Industry. Wilson 
responded numerous times by saying, "It is not the 
Festival's intentions or responsibility to represent the 
Kona Coffee industry." This response was given after 
repeated attempts to ascertain a response as to why the 
K.C.C.F does not, did not and never did take a stance

on the issue of protecting the name "Kona," a battle that 
is being waged by the Kona Coffee Council and its farm
ers against commercial blend companies. "It's not our 
responsibility to publicize a position on the matter, let 
the industry do that," Wilson concluded.

Could it be that the Festival does not offer a 
position because private and special interests involving 
festival sponsorship needed to be protected?

In addition to the issue of what the K.C.C.F. 
actually represents is the question of how much they are 
actually reaching the local public with their promotional 
efforts. We found that the public in Kona knew very 
little about when and where the 1994 Kona Coffee Cul
tural Festival was being held. We surveyed nearly 400 
people from Holualoa down to Kailua and up to 
Keauhou; and the figures we compiled were startling, 
especially considering that for a fraction of the total 
Festival promotion money that State of Hawaii offers, 
every’ box holder in Kona could have been mailed a per-

It is not the intention or responsibility 
of the Kona Coffee Cultural Festival to 

represent the Kona coffee industry.”
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Where?When?

October 1994 Kona Coffee Survey

95% didn't know 
5% did

59% didn't know 
31% did

How many people in Kona knew when 
and where this year's annual Kona Coffee 

Cultural Festival was taking place?

Norman Sakata, says,
the certification of Kona Coffee.

to begin, that we were were contacted by Wilson.
When these efforts to contact Current Events 

proved to be unsuccessful Coffee Tinies decided two 
weeks later to move beyond its attempts to obtain infor
mation about the Festival from Current Events and called comment from Mr. Sakata about the certification efforts, 
the chairman of the Board of Directors of the K C.C.F., Coffee Times was confused with Mr. Sakata's response, 
Norman Sakata, who heads the group responsible for especially when he operates from a position that is re
commissioning the public relations firm as well as events sponsible for overseeing the efforts to promote Kona 
coordination for the Festival. Coffee Tunes did receive Coffee through the Coffee Festival. Who or what pe 
a return call within the hour from Mr Sakata and sesses a person in his position to ignore an issue of 
promptly thereafter a fax of this year's events. continued on t

Kona Coffee Cultural Festival Chairman,
"No comment regarding 

n

Baker assured Coffee Times that some type of informa- to protect the name "Kona'' from fraudulent use. Be
tion would be forwarded to the magazine relating to the fore the magazine had the opportunity to continue with 
events of this year's Festival Coffee Times received no its outline of intended contents a rebuttal of, "1 have no 
responses from its phone calls, and it wasn't until Octo- comment regarding the certification mark" by Mr. Sakata 
bcr 18th, twelve days before the festival was scheduled was given to Coffee Times. The phone conversation 

ended shortly thereafter with a final agreement to meet 
in a week to discuss the means by which the festival 
promotions were being carried out.

Although the intentions were never to seek a

sonal invitation via third class mail rate to attend this In addition to the events correspondence by
year's Coffee Festival. Whose pocket is the State's Mr. Sakata, Coffee Times asked if a meeting might be 
money ultimately going into? Well, we can tell you who's arranged between the two parlies to discuss the efforts 
pocket its coming out of, mine and yours! being made, or for that matter not being made, to pro-

Our problems with the Festival’s promotional mote this year's festival and Kona coffee. Included with 
efforts went deeper. When Coffee Times tried to get a the request to meet with Mr. Sakata the magazine also 
line in on what was happening with this year's festival stated it was seeking to publish the means by which these 
this is what we encountered: promotions were being carried out in a supplementary

An initial series of six telephone calls were publication to the November Coffee Times called the 
placed over a five day period in late September by Cof- Kona Coffee Annual to be distributed during this year's 
fee Times to Ross Wilson, owner of Current Events, Festival. Coffee Times also slated that its interests were 
which were fielded by both a secretary and Wilson’s to include an in depth story on the local Kona Coffee 
personal assistant, Debbie Baker. Both the secretary and Council's efforts to acquire a federal certification mark
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continued from page 7

“I wouldn't, and the farmers wouldn't care if the 
County or State controlled the certification mark and 
not the Council, we're just simply interested in pro
tecting the name "Kona" and the coffee it is suppose 

to represent,” Andy Roy, president Kona Coffee Council.

will be a loss contributed only by a lack of money for 
legal fees and nothing else. The most recent projections 
indicate that nearly two hundred thousand dollars could 
be needed to win this legal war in Washington. Where 
on earth are small farmers going to come up with that 
kind of money?

Andy Roy, president of the Kona Coffee 
Council, even concedes, "I wouldn't and the fanners

continued on page IS

in 1991 the Festival slogan to be "Pure Legacy" and in 
1992 proclaimed it as "Be Sure It's Pure" and then last 
year saw to it that Kona coffee be recognized as "World hole strategies of these companies, timely and costly 

depositions and legal pandering, could cost the farmers 
the simple right to control the name that represents their

Ross Wilson did respond in some sense to 
this question and said that if the farmers in Kona wanted 
to fund a festival event that involves the issue of pro
tecting the name “Kona," they should and could talk to 
the Festival committee. It's quite simple though why 
they don't fund such an event. The farmers are spend
ing every cent they have in legal fees to fight a battle for 
a federal certification mark

Public records indicate that Berkeley, Call-

Hand pulping coffee cherry at Napoopoo m South Kona 
Photo courtesy of Kona Historical Society, circa 1890.

importance to the farmers of Kona stimulated a sense of forma based Kona Kai Farms, San Francisco based Cap
curiosity on our part. . tain Cook Coffee Company, Honolulu based Woolson

Even more confusing than the unwillingness Tea & Spice d.b.a. Lion's Coffee Co., Honolulu based 
by Sakata to support certification and truth in labeling C. Brewer d.ba, Royal Kona Coffee Co., and Honolulu 
is how he and his fellow Board of Directors proclaimed based Hawaiian Isles Kona Coffee Co. have all filed 

law suits in opposition to the name "Kona" being feder
ally certified by the Kona Coffee Council. The loop

Class" during the two week long festival
What are the interests of an individual or or

ganization who makes representational claims like this product. If this courtroom battle is lost by the Council it 
for an industry and then fails to com
ment on the issue of protecting the 
name "Kona," which is implied in 
their yearly slogans?

The obvious suspicions 
were that the K.C.C F. was not tn a 
position that could accurately repre
sent the farmers in Kona but rather 
stuck in a quagmire that had to pro
tect its lines of monetary support 
Perhaps an appropriate question for 
Sakata would have been: What 
would the Festival’s position be if the 
farmers in Kona (regardless of 
whether or not they actually could 
raise or had the dollars to promote a 
major event in the festival) controlled 
a substantial amount of contributions 
for festival promotion9 How long 
would it take then before the 
K.C.C.F. and its hierarchy muscled 
up the courage to join the farmers in 
protecting the name "Kona?"
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Barbara Mayer (nanny) 
Abbot Galaher (carpenter) 
Kristy Krauss (postal worker) 
Rolands G. Hidges (coffee farmer) 
Robert Kaminski (teacher) 
Donald Smith (coffee farmer) 
Suzanne Smith (coffee farmer) 
Helen M. Scott (banker) 
Susan Arruda (housewife) 
Mary Lee (manicurist)
Loraine Miller (coffee farmer)

1994 Kona Coffee Annual
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The persons identified on

Emily Gai! (publicrelations) 
Steve Woods (programmer) 
Christine Goodall (bikini 
seamstress)
Dianne McMillen (self em
ployed )
Melanie Fuller (registered nurse) 
Dennis Krueger (lawyer) 
Mary Fregem (acct, supervisor) 
Sumi Khalsa (brewer) 
Susan Gunnell (waitress) 
Pam Monroe (teacher) 
Kathy Clarke (fitness instructor) 
Cynthia Hall (flight attendant) 
Langenstein Farms
John Langenstein (coffee farmer) 
Big T's Kona Coffee 
David Matsushima (coffee 
farmer)
to be continued...

John Blythe (carpenter)
Phil Mink (retired coffee farmer) 
Julie Mink (retired coffee picker) 
Emma Kuwahe (retired) 
Joe Pinnocenti (retired re
searcher)
Blue Booth (merchant)
Les Drent (publisher, coffee 
roaster)
Jack Mise (builder)
Kona Jack's Kona Coffee
Albert Jcyte (chef)
Linda Flour (counselor)
D. Werner (laborer)
L. Shimize (retired)
Rex J. McClain (coffee picker) 
Greenwell Farms
Kima Brickland (coffee farmer) 
Kim Fales (citizen)
Elly Mattos (teacher)
Pilialoha Kalele (Hawaiian 
studies)
Steven Swanson (warehouse) 
Rachel Saho (coffee picker) 
Patty Fryar (educational Asst.) 
Vincent (DDS) ;
Donna Russo (video rental) 
Paulette Thomas (retired 
enterprises)

Christine Bean (coffee fanner) 
Clifford Tam (coffee farmer) 
John Borg (carpet cleaner) 
Old Hawaiian Coffee 
Misha Sperka (coffee farmer) 
T. Sherwood (retired) 
Bonnie Green (teacher) 
Greg Francis (manager) 
Tara Bof (coffee tour guide) 
Marlene Bbf (coffee tour guide) 
Yarn Rose (aquaculture) 
Sal Capon imo (cdffte farmer) 
John R. Plato (parts, counter 
person)
Beniamin Balanay (coffee farmer) 
Nelson Dona (maintenance) 
Danford Kahele -carpenter) 
M&K Kona Coffee Farm 
Ken Links (coffee farmer) 
Nancy Wcstrom (retired coffee 
MKeFl •
George Goldscharer (retired

Kathe Goldscharer (homemaker) 
The Coffee Shack
Janice Citron (coffee store owner) 
Alexander Smith (coffee roaster) 
Jeffrey M. Citron (coffee farmer 
& roaster)
Alan Kent Davidson (security) 
Bay View Farm
Andy Roy (coffee farmer & 
processor)
Kona Mountain Coffee
Mary Yurchyck (coffee farmer) 
Norm Yurchyck (coffee farmer) 
Loida Cooley (coffee farmer)

this page, by virtue of their signature, support the efforts of the Kona Coffee Council to pursue the 
________________ certification of the name "KonaIM" coffee This petition drive is still ni progress._______________ 
Sidney Hashimoto (coffee 
farmer)
Makoto Morihara (coffee farmer) 
Tom Araki (coffee farmer)
Jose Transfiguracion (coffee 
farmer)
Henry E. Matsuda (coffee farmer) 
Tokiu Takamoto (coffee farmer) 
Barry Williamson (coffee farmer) 
Hidetaka Sato (coffee farmer) 
Leslie Brinkman (coffee farmer)
Andrea Tarachand (housekeeper) Leslie Miller (coffee farmer) 
Kris Henry (waiter)
Jim Hope (coffee farmer) 
Pat Hope (homemaker)
Marion Bockus (coffee farmer) 
Gary Ortiz (plumber)
Joel Coopersori (teacher) 
Ryan Hanato (postman) 
Smith Farms
Lynn Hanato (housewife) 
Leia Candelaria (ad clerk) 
Nancy Red feather (teacher) 
T.K. Redfeather (salesman) 
Susan Gartrell (housewife) 
Raymond Takine (security) 
Kent Nakashima (re sales) 
Richard Matsumoto (coffee 
farmer)
Belinda L. Kahiwa (county 
employee)
Karen Hall (escrow assistant) 
Rooster Farms
Charles Keliipio (police officer)
Lindsay Alexander (girl scouts) coffee farmer) 
Sara Ekern (homemaker)
Suzanne Farrow (coffee farmer) 
Barbara Kennedy (writer)
Laurence Barret (coffee farmer) 
Mary Barret (coffee farmer) 
Alika Coffee Farm
Diana Rodriguez (dental services) 
David Woods (woodworker)
Virginia Isbell (legislator)
Jacqueline Gardner (F.N.P.) 
Amy Harens (teacher)
Gary Medina (bellman)
Terry Weaver (coffee farmer) 
Susan Weaver (realtor)
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To Waiting

Palam Junction
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Pacific Oce,

Events
November 5

Kona Coffee History Day, Kona 
Historical Society 

November 8
Coffee Farms and Mill Toui- 

November 9
Kona Coffee Cupping Competition 

Preliminary Round 
Ritz-Carlton Mauna Lani, 8:30am 

to Noon. Coffee Farms 
and Mill Tour 
November 10

Kona Coffee Cupping Competition 
Finals

November 10 Cont.
Coffee Art Exhibit, Ritz-Carlton 
Mauna Lani, 8:30am to Noon.

November 11
Coffee Picking Contest 

Greenwell Farms, Kealakekua 
Kona Coffee Recipe Contest 

Keauhou Beach Hotel 
November 12 

Hale Halawai Events
Roasting, Tasting and Coffee 

Museum, Kona Coffee Festival 
of Artists

326-7820for detailed info.
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continued from pane J
looking io exploit the name "Kona" on a package of cof
fee that quite simply didn't contain Kona coffee. Today, 
the detriment of these blends and misuse of the name 
“Kona" is great. Commercial coffee companies operat
ing in Hawaii and around the world continue to place 
their emphasis on the name "Kona" rather than on the 
actual contents of the coffee they are selling. Kona's 
coffee lands barely reach two thousand acres, and when 
compared to the nearly six thousand acres reported to 
have been tn production at the turn of the century, and 
the nearly seven thousand that were reported in 1958 
something is apparently wrong, especially when con
sidering we are in a period of time when the gourmet 
coffee market is booming in our fellow forty nine states 
of the Union.

In an effort to protect the name "Kona" from
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the name 'Kona” with a certification mark that would
protect it from counterfeit and fraudulent use. Certifi
cation will be available for everyone's use as long as the orders. The modern age of desktop publishing and data 

 1 im
portant marketing tools by which they can operate their 
operation entirely from their farm. All this self initia
tive sweeping through Kona, despite a local and main
land marketplace wrought with the perils brought on by

Kahaluu Beach 
Park

 

The Kona Historical Society Presents: 
"Kona Coffee History Day"

Saturday, November 5th
Historic Kona Coffee Photo Display, Talk Story with Kiyono Kunitake, and 
Yosoto Egami. Demonstrations of parchment processing by Miki Izu and 

lauhala coffee picking basket weaving by Ed Kaneko. 323-3222 for more info.

fraudulent use the local Kona Coffee Council, a non- Today, coffee farms in Kona are active with
profit coalition ol independent farmers and processors both ancient and modern methods of coffee production, 
in Kona, has spear headed an effort to federally register Many large and small farms around Kona now grow, 
the name ''Kona” with a certification mark that would mill, roast and sell their own coffee by the pound to is

land visitors or through mainland accounts and mail-

basic industry standards are met which means that when bases have outfitted the Kona coffee farmer with 
a coflee bears the name "Kona Coffee" it contains only 
100% Kona coffee of Prime grade or higher.

Great care and concern for the future of Kona 
coltee is wide spread throughout Kona. As one farm 
proudly hangs a banner in support for the certification neighborly competition, the industry and reputation of
mark others open their farms to public tours and stones Kona coffee will continue to benefit and grow from its 
of the struggles of coffee farming in Kona, it is plain to continued spirit of independence.  
see that this is just another step in the long road to cof
fee independence.

Mamalahoa Hwy 1E0 (Back Road)

HONALO KEALAKEKUA CAPTAIN
......... ^==7—COOKx;

KAINALIU

Middle Koei

J Painted Church 
Road /
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Old style coffee trees, photo courtesy of Kona Historical 
Soc iety, circa 1930.
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continued from page 5
the Specialty Coffee Association of America. Regli says 
that the existing state law "is a form of truth in labeling 
that describes the product sold with reasonable fairness."

What about Kona blend?
“First of all, at 10 percent (Kona coffee con

tent), there's no impact on the product." said 
Langenstein. “You can’t taste the Kona coffee Be
sides. blends are deceptive," said Langenstein. A sur
vey cited in the 1989 state of Hawaii study on Kona 
coffee found that 70% of those surveyed assumed that a 
Kona blend contained at least 50% Kona coffee Even 
now, with content labeling required by the state of Ha
waii. the inattentive consumer may buy it assuming the 
same thing.

“Yes, Kona blend is deceptive, but decep-

Coffcc Times
tive in our interest,” said Regli. "Kona blend is an extra 
market, another place to sell Kona coffee," he said.

Regli does say that the minimum 10% Kona 
coffee requirement for blends “should be higher, the print 
on the package should be larger, and the rules applied to 
restaurant menus as well.” And Regli does say he be
lieves in 100% pure Kona coffee and according to him 
that’s all he sells under his label at his Kona Kai Cafe 
outlets sprinkled around the Big Island and on Oahu. 
However, he also believes that the industry must respond 
to what customers want, and he says what the market 
says they want is Kona coffee at a lower price. So he 
sells about half of his product to processors who use it 
in blends, which typically sell for anywhere from $2 to 
$7 per pound less than pure Kona coffee

A 1989 state study confirms that more Kona 
blend is sold than pure Kona. Pure Kona and 
Kona blend target different consumer seg
ments. Pure Kona is viewed as more of a 
luxury item than blends. Langenstein has this 
recommendation for consumers: "If you want 
a Kona blend, buy 100% Kona and some Max
well House and mix it yourself. I think the 
blends we make in Hawaii are not that good. 
Blends are a detriment to our whole tourist 
industry. People want that Hawaiian experi
ence. and they’ll pay for it."

Pure Kona
Langenstein has come across 

people who think Kona coffee isn't that great. 
“Those people were drinking Kona blends,” 
he said. He would then bring in his 100% pure 
Kona coffee and serve it to them. They were 
"flabbergasted" at the difference, he said And 
what is the difference? "Pure Kona is excep
tionally rich in flavor, yet smooth in taste,” 
said Langenstein. And “a medium roast Kona 
is extremely aromatic.” As for the effect on 
the industry, “when real Kona is identified 
(dirough the certification process), it makes it 
more difficult for people to bring in pseudo 
Kona coffee,” which the Hawaii state study 
says is the main threat to Kona coffee. Certifi
cation would be "another stabilizing factor in 
our industry. It will even out the wild price 
gyrations for cherry from one year to the next."

What’s next?
Regli, like Langenstein, has been 

around awhile. Regli started in the coffee busi
ness in Kona back in 1979. He is a member of 
the Kona Coffee Council and has served on 
the board of directors. And he said he tried to 
get the council to avoid the problems he said 
were created by its handling of the trademark
ing issue.

“I begged the council not to do this” (try to 
continued on page 16
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KEEP KONA COUNTRY
by Arnold Rabin

“Less than 2% of the restaurants in Kona offer 
100% Kona Coffee on their menu.” Arnold Rabin

do not like Kona coffee because it is too strong. Obvi
ously none of their chefs had Mr. Ranigren for chemis
try tn High School. He pounded into my head the tech
niques of adjusting proportions for various dilutions In 
other words if it was too strong, add more water!

Whenever we occasion on a restaurant that 
actually claims to sell pure Kona coffee, we ask to sec 
the label What usually happens is the wait person comes 
back to our table with tail between legs and mumbles an 
explanation that the coffee is actually a Kona blend We 
knew that already because the coffee tasted like Hills 
Brothers. Even McDonald's had the audacity to say that 
they served pure Kona!

The tourist industry is not the only culprit. 
Our County government is also to blame. The Depart
ment of Research and Development spent $98,000 in 
1993 on agricultural related activities. This represents 
9 percent of their budget of $1,149,162. $20,000 was 
earmarked for Kona. Kona would also benefit from the 
$49,000 that is spent for the whole island for such

Hawaii Visitors Bureau, 978,440 people visited Kona 
last year, 63% of them bought Kona coffee (or at least 
thought that they did) and 85% of them bought macad
amia nuts. More than half of them took back gifts like 
these to their friends.

There seems that a symbiotic relationship 
should exist between the agricultural and tourist indus
tries. The truth of the matter is that the tourist industry 
has been very slow in realizing this fact and only re
cently has Island grown produce been featured in the 
hotels and restaurants. Less than 2% of the restaurants 
m Kona offer Kona coffee on their menu

My wife and I have a favorite game that we 
play. Whenever we go out to dinner in Kona, we ask for 
Kona coffee. When the wait person tells us that it is not 
served, we ask to speak with the manager. Nine out of 
ten times the manager will offer the explanation that it 
is too expensive to serve this coffee. To this we reply 
that we would be glad to pay the difference to have a 
good cup of Kona coffee with our fine meal. I wonder 
how they rationalize having Kona fish offered on their 
menus at $19 per serving?

The other explanation offered is that tourists

piojects as the farm fair and the Macadamia Nut Festi
val. Agriculture and tourism are the two largest indus
tries in the state. Why is such a disproportionate amount 
of tax revenue spent on the best revenue generators?

Could the reason be that influence peddlers 
are able to infiltrate the halls of power and change the 
flow of cash away from agriculture9 Why have thou
sands of acres of land zoned for agriculture been rezoned 
to urban this year? Who are the influence peddlers?

Most of the campaign contributions to our 
local candidates were made by land developers and the 
construction trade industry. It is no wonder that even 
though the Planning Commission and County Council 
meetings are packed with people giving overwhelming 
testimony against some of these projects, they get ap
proval anyway. More and more of our agricultural lands 
have become zoned urban At the present rate of urban
ization, there will not be any agricultural acreage in 20 
years

Bishop Estate may be a major player in the 
urbanization in Kona They own the fee simple interest 
in most of the farm land in Kona. They have for gen 

continued on page 14

Whenever I think of the course of develop
ment Kona seems to be taking, 1 am reminded of the 
story of the 'Goose That Laid The Golden Egg." Kona's 
golden egg is, of course, our rural atmosphere and natu
ral beauty

When one conjures up an image of Kona in 
the mind's eye, they are sure to see mountains covered 
in forest and farms down to the clear blue Pacific. I 
have been very fortunate to have spent 23 years of my 
life here in what 1 refer to as "a manifestation of Mother 
Nature at her most benevolent state.''

The tourists come to Kona because it is dif
ferent from the other islands. Kona cannot compete with 
the other islands for the tourist dollar based on our 
beaches, night life or metropolitan atmosphere The 
other islands cannot compete with Kona with its rural 
life-style, coffee and macadamia nut farms, and slow 
relaxing ambiance.

I have done a little research that 1 feel shows 
a significant affirmation of my theory. According to the
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Arnold Rabin. Farmer/Realtor/Active Coinniunitv Member
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I then, to the embarrassment of my poor 
cousin, felt obligated to educate not only this poor em
ployee, but also the other two Kona coffee was not be

low the high standards of Starbucks, but rather 
that Starbucks probably didn't buy any Kona 
coffee because the crop was smaller, more in 
demand, and a little more expensive this year.

So. if there isn't enough Kona coffee to sup
ply the demand of even one metropolitan area, 
why is there enough to sell to blenders?

About the author. Arnold Rabin is the Prin
cipal Broker of A Real Estate Concern-Hawaii. 
He has specialized in selling coffee farms since 
1980 when he opened his own office, A Real 
Estate Concern-Hawaii. He has owned an or
ganic farm in Kona for 23 years where he grows 
the best coffee in the known universe. He and 
his family were named "Family of the Year" 
for Hawaii in 1994 When he is not selling or 
writing, he is a part time professional magi

cian. active community member, and husband and fa
ther to three coffee pickers.

A REAL ESTATE 
CONCERN-HAWAII 

(808) 322-3677 
FAX: (808)322-6119 

P.O. BOX 766, 
CAPT. COOK, HI 96704 

(RES) 328-2386

KEEP KONA
COUNTRY

® BUY A FARM!!!
ARNOLD RABIN

(R) (GRI)
PRINCIPAL BROKER

“Will Bishop Estate continue its present commitment to leasing agricultural land at a 
fair agricultural rate or will demands of getting a higher return on their lands demand 
urbanization? ” Arnie Rabin, A Real Estate Concern/Coffee Farmer

tions, leased this land to tenant farmers. The original chemistry). 1 decided to check out another location about 
tenure of the.se leases averaged 45 years and most will 2 miles away. Sure enough. I got the same line at this 
expire in 24 years. Will Bishop Estate continue its joint too!
present commitment to leasing agricultural land at a fair
agricultural rate or will demands of getting a higher re
turn on their lands demand urbanization?

Another area that needs to be considered is 
marketing. I went with my family to Chicago this sum 
mer to visit my parents. Fortunately. I brought my own 
stash of Kona beans along. I was out one day with my 
cousin enjoying the sights and saw a Starbucks sign. 
You really don't have to look too hard to find one of 
these trendy franchises. They are everywhere. So. 1 
went in and ordered a cup of Kona The college kid 
aficionado behind the counter lowered his nose... and 
using his most effected voice, informed me. "We do not 
have any Kona coffee because none of the Kona coffee 
crop met the high quality standards of Starbucks " 1 
stood there in shock How dare this little, sophomoric, 
connoisseur 'wannabe' insult Kona coffee. I decided lo 
do some market research. 1 walked two blocks south 
and came upon another Starbucks franchise. I politely 
asked the young lady serving up S3 lattes for a cup of 
Kona coffee. Her reply sounded like a tape recorded 
copy of what I had heard down the street "We do not 
have any Kona coffee because none of the Kona coffee 
crop met the high quality standards of Starbucks."

This time I was prepared I asked her if by 
any chance her prerecorded message was perhaps gar
nered from a corporate memo. Had these two cappuccino 
pushers been dished out a line to feed the public from 
some i
dude who had never even sipped the nectar of the gods? 
She lowered her eyes, looked back into her mind's eye 
and admitted that this was the TRUTH. Being the em
piricist that I am (remember. I had Mr. Ramgren for

unnamed bureaucratic, corporate, public relations TO. Tf}
----------------- - ^SERVING THE KONA COFFEE

A) COMMUNITY SINCE 1980

f J
,5 ‘ftI
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staining Columbus and Anchorage and - 
grey Los Angeles.

until that too - snaps.
In this autumn's soft adrenaline of rain 
my hands will pick the blood-red 
coffee cherries;
their ripe fluorescent color

voices under the earth sing
of limitless transparent joy, nests in rain trees
and green knots of first buds;
my universe expands - everything swells with being.
A hawk dives, folding her burnished body

but tugged and tugged at again and again 
before they come free ■
I slip the clutch into low, 
a leaf tethered by a thread to the bough 
spins wildly out of control

I am driving the long way home today 
through old coffee fields' 
silvery bones made graceful
with heavy white promise. The morning sun 
lifts her gold tapestry over Mt. Hualalai...

knowing they and you are the same each year. 
I feel the breeze tearing away 
old leaves too long held on the bough - 
attachment goes deep and roots 
are not torn out easily

into bright victory.
I stop, and prop elbows on the old truck 
window sill, my heart pumping sky, 
searching each incandescent blossom 
as though I'd never seen:

New Keopu Ties
by S.L. Blakeslee
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Hauling Coffee, photo courtesy of Kona Historical Soc iety, circa 1915.

He wants to know why Regli and the others 
who filed the lawsuit can’t be involved in the certifica
tion process and come to some understanding with the 
rest of the council.

And Regli’s final position? “I oppose any
thing they do now because they don't represent the in
dustry. “ he said

What Colombia did
It was some 25 years ago that Colombian 

growers, with concerns similar to those of today’s Kona

has to come from somewhere, and it does: from taxes • 
assessed within the industry'.

So what's the answer here?
“Be better farmers,” said Regli. "Produce 

more for less work. Be more efficient ”
Langenstein said, "There's plenty of money 

to be made (in Kona coffee), but not that much product. 
It's a life-style, the small family farm exists very well 
here, and it will as long as coffee prices are stable. And 
there are social ramifications, agriculture is extremely 
important here and if we have to turn entirely to resorts, 
that would be a detriment to the entire island. Agricul
ture encourages another whole economy.” he added. 
"And maybe the Kona Coffee Council will create its 
own Juan Valdez to help in the fight to preserve the Kona 
coffee growers' way of life," he concluded.

About the author: Dan Woods recently 
moved to Kailua-Kona, Hawaii from Joliet, Illinois 
where he worked for eleven years as managing editor 
for the Joliet Herald-News, a 49,000 plus afternoon daily 
newspaper. Dan has recently accepted a position at the 
Honolulu Star Bulletin where he will resume his career 
in newspaper management

"That's exactly 
what we’re pursuing,” said 
Langenstein. “We’re spend
ing a lot more right now 
fighting the lawsuit than in
forming and educating the 
consumer, though,” he said 

"The bottom 
line is now we'd like the 
community to support cer
tification. buy only Kona 
certified coffee We’re try
ing to get through this legal 
aspect, so we'll need seri
ous donations or sponsor
ships. We (the council) are 
a nonprofit group .”

Langenstein said the patent office has already 
approved certification for the council However, a pe
riod of comment is allowed. Regli and the other roast
ers and processors opposed to certification have filed 
suit, in effect blocking the certification program. But 
"their opposition is based on past statements and not on 
actual current policy, “ Langenstein said. Certification 
would be voluntary, he said, not mandatory As lor 
blends, "if they want to blend Kona, we have no prob
lem with that.” “The suit is also based on their feeling 
that we’re a minority and not representative of the in
dustry.”

Coffee Times
growers, turned to Juan Valdez. The goal was to de
velop consumer awareness and demand, just one part of 
a plan to widen the market for Colombian coffee and 
improve coffee growers’ standard of living. The plan 
also called for production research, grower education, 
health care, housing and sanitation, market promotion 
and grower financing. The logo was trademarked, mean
ing that legal recourse was available for the National 
Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia to use against 
violators. The program has worked Juan Valdez is rec
ognized internationally, and growers have achieved re
turns that are above the world average

Juan doesn’t work cheap, though. The fed
eration spends $20 million a year on advertising alone 
to get the word out about Colombian coffee. That money

continued from page 12
basically outlaw blends). So what he’d like to know is, 
“Why am I the bad guy?”

"He’s the bad guy because he’s not doing 
something that’s in the interest of the industry,” said 
Langenstein. "My feeling is that we have to protect the 
name Kona so that our product has an identity and that 
once Kona is identified, Kona can be taken on its mer
its. He thinks people will be scared off because prices 
will be too high. I’ve found that I sell all the high-qual
ity coffee I can produce ”

The state of Hawaii’s final recommendation, 
in its 1989 report, was that an industry' group should 
pursue a certification program, including a seal of ap
proval, backed up by an 
education and information 
program to inform the con
sumer.
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These five corporations have filed law suits in opposition to 
the name "Kona" being federally certified by the Kona Coffee 
Council. This opposition in Washington is costing the local farm
ers in Kona thousands of dollars in legal fees and court costs. If 
not for this opposition the council's application would already 
have been approved and the name "Kona" would now be under 
federal protection.
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the door on them as well.
Some final notes: Coffee limes never did 

have the opportunity to meet with Norman Sakata, 
cated over thirty miles from any Kona coffee farm. The Sakata declined the meeting one week later and preferred
intention of the cupping contest is to highlight "the best to have all questions relating to the Festival directed to

Current Events. Ross Wilson said that he received no 
phone messages about our initial phone calls but did 
return a later call the same day we attempted to set up a 
meeting with Sakata.

Our final thought: After we finally were able 
to contact the two parties operating and promoting the

ot the best" of Kona coffee Does this event support a 
double standard by Kona Kai Farms especially when 
they support the use of the name "Kona" on a package 
ot coffee that contains only 10% Kona?

A real Kona coffee festival would work for 
the community and promote only 100% Kona coffee. 
The positive effects could be great if the K C.C F. would Festival most of what Coffee Times observed during its
take the interests of the farmer and consumer to heart compilation of this story was that the K.C.CF. was sim-
and by ignoring the temporary financial losses it would ply failing to listen and regard the humble sentiments of
suiter as a result of its corporate sponsorship disappear- the local farmers, who in most cases only want to live
ing. Furthermore, they need to recognize that there will and preserve their peaceful, pure and unadulterated life
be other strong and influential entities seeking no capi
tal gains and special interests willing and ready to pick 
up the slack if the festival heads in the right direction.
But, they need to first recognize the state of Kona Cof- ing, designing, delivering the magazine 
fee and the changes that are occurring within its local 
industry if they plan on contributing to positive growth

18 Coffee Times
continued from page 8 here in Kona.
wouldn't care if the County or State controlled the certi- No one can deny that Kona Coffee Produc-
llc.f ion mark and not the Council, we're just simply in- non is at an all lime low, under two thousand acres, but 
terested in protecting the name "Kona'' and the coffee it in retrospect its reputation in the gourmet market is stron- 
is suppose to represent." ger and more independent than ever. The farmers in

What is well known about the unwillingness Kona have all but abandoned their hopes of the tax driven 
to support the issue of certification by the K.C.C.F. is State of Hawaii or the County coming to their aid. Let’s 
that they do have obvious contributions coming from hope the Kona Coffee Cultural Festival doesn't close 
companies that oppose the certification. For instance, 
Kona Kai Farms promotes the festival's annual cupping 
competition held at the Ritz Carlton Mauna Lani, lo

in Kona.
About the author: Les Drent is publisher and 

creator of Coffee Times magazine. When he is not writ
er fixing his 

printing press he is a roaster, seller and supporterof 100% 
Kona coffee.
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Coffee Mill and Farm loar

Spectacular Views of Kealakekua Bay 
from our Bay View Gazebo. Call ahead 

for special group tours.

.. Bay View is located 1/2 mile from Painted 
Church and 2 miles from Place of Refuge
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For Mail Orders
Call or Write: 

1-800-662-5880 
(808) 328-9658

Fax orders: 328-8693 
P.O. Box 680,

Honaunau, HAWAII
96726

■ ' ~g':" . ■'

See first hand how coffee is farmed and milled in Kona and view our 
historic Kona coffee photo display as well as a collection of 18th & 

. , 19th century Hawaiian prints. We specialize in only 100% 
certified Kona™ coffee and are a complete processing & 
roasting facility. And, stop at our visitor center to pur
chase some 100% Kona™ coffee.
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149.95/1(1 lbs.16.95/lb.

15.95/lb. 139.95/10 lbs.

13.95/lb. 119.95/10 lbs.

10.95/Ib.

Signature:.

WE SHIP WORLD WIDE

AMERICAN EXPRESS

3'12 rpSDOb

Don't Leave Hymc Without It.

Dehsery Charges  
In U.S please add $3.50 for 1st pound <x .- I 50 for

Grand Tola*
Please mail with check or money ordei

Coffee Tinies, P.O. Box 1092. Captain Cook, til ">«.704

standard
64.95/5 lbs.

FLAVORED KONA (Prime) COFFEE 
Vanilla. Macadamia Nut & Chocolate Macadamia 

Nut 
15.95/lb.

(please specify medium, dark or espresso roast)

PEABERRY
in lines! Kona coffee bean available (The result of 
single bean growth in the usual two bean coffee 

cherry) 
79.95/5 lbs.

EXTRA FANCY
Perquisite taste, high elevation, large single bean 

coffee 
74.95/5 lbs.

1-800-750-KONA
In Hawaii Call: (808) 326-7637

P.O. Box 1092, Captain Cook. Hl 96704

We welcome the 
American Express Card

II 
0

0
0
0
I
0

100% PURE KONAmCOFFEE
Hand Picked, Sun Dried and Truly Graded

____________________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________________. .. ■ _______________________________________________________________________________ . ....

Did you know that out ol the 20 million pounds ol K ma Coffee bought and consumed every year under the 
name Kona only 2 million pounds of that coffee is aclualls g own here in Kona? And the frightening fact of the 
matter is...that most Kona colics drinkers around the woikl have no idea that what they're drinking is a coffee 
containing 90% of something oilier than Kona coffee It's tins for this deceptive labeling and misuse of the Kona 
name to end. In an attempt to preserve the col lee grow ing heritage here in Kona and the gourmet reputation of our 
local coffee and to combat this widespread mist epresentation of the Kona name to sell counterfeit coffee we here 
at Coffee Times magazine unconditionally guarantee that he coffee you receive from us is farmer direct, contains 
only 100% Kona coffee and meets the State oi 11; wan's highi i grading standards. Enjoy the pure taste of the world’s 
finest coffee and help preserve i ir loc d f;,i • > I aids by bus • c ly 100% Kona.

....... . FANCY
| each additional pound (Call lor internatioi: >1 lees) [I Excellent quality, average sized bean, high cupping 

GrandTotal
n Please mail with check or money ordci o n
“ Coffee Times, P.O. Box 11192. Captain Cook I il 90704 t!

o i
| American Express Card #;g

| Exp. Date. /  Name;  [j

5 Signature:

 

 a --------------------------a
[] Ship To:g 

 o----------------------------- 0

—1 KZ2Z3 CZZJ EZZ3 C2U EZZ3 »—r 1 BEM 10 *4 TffEl C-TZ) 1ST

’’ ORDERING INFORMA 'MON 
Type Roast Lbs. Total

I---------------------------- $------   
0

   I
0    
a
i

PRIME
Choice bean of most specialty Kona coffee 

consumers.
49.95/5 lbs. 89.95/10 lbs.

tc < / < i oo % V • tSu kona"L® WxJF


